The Stacked Door Knob comes in six Amalfine™ designs; Labyrinth, Woven, Wire, Faceted, Shagreen and Barrel, as well as material finishes of leather, solid brass and the stunning hammered brass.

The creation consists of bold designs, stacked between two slim layers of brass and set on a contemporary rose. Cabinet knobs, in the same finishes, are also available to co-ordinate with the door knobs.

The new designs are a clever fusion of classic and bold, whilst incorporating Turnstyle’s trademark mix of materials and finishes. Each of the designs are available in over 54 combinations of materials and finishes, allowing for the perfect fit within an interior design.
SOLID AND HAMMERED

Stacked Barrel Solid - S9200

Stacked Barrel Hammered - HS9200

Metal Finishes

Hammered Finishes

Accessories
AMALFINE

Stacked Woven - P6711
Projection: 65mm | 52mm Flat Rose

Stacked Wire - P6587
Projection: 65mm | 52mm Flat Rose

Stacked Barrel - P4224
Projection: 65mm | 52mm Flat Rose

Stacked Shagreen - P6702
Projection: 65mm | 52mm Flat Rose

Stacked Faceted - P6200
Projection: 65mm | 52mm Flat Rose

METAL FINISHES

AMALFINE GRIP FINISHES

**SHAGREEN ONLY**

ACCESSORIES

BITE ON 52MM FLAT ROSE - S8007

Add 5%

*UPCHARGE*

*SHAGREEN ONLY*
LEATHER

Stacked Barrel Leather - R4224

Projection: 65mm | 52mm Flat Rose

LEATHER GRIP FINISHES

METAL FINISHES

ACCESSORIES

BITE ON 52MM FLAT ROSE - S8007